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Inv-7 Expan Part V  ∑F = ma ; Rockets                                               sheet # ______
Show your work on the problems            Box in answers                  No  Naked  Numbers !    
1.)  A net force of 25 N is applied to a 10.0 kg mass. What is the acceleration given to the mass?

2.) An athlete exerts a force of 150 N on a shot put giving it an acceleration of 20 m/s2. The mass of the shot put is . . . 

3.)  A ball weighing 12.0 N accelerates across a frictionless surface at 15 m/s2. What is the net force applied to it?

4.) A racing car has a mass of 700.0 kg. It starts from rest and travels 120.0 m in 2.0 s. The car undergoes uniform 
acceleration during the entire 2.0 s. What force is applied to it? (ignore friction)

5.) Determine the acceleration that a force of 25 N gives to a 4.0 kg mass. The force has to overcome a frictional force 
of 5.0 N. (Remember, friction is always a force in the opposite direction of motion.)
Required FBD:

6.) A car has a mass of 1000 kg. What is its weight in newtons?



7.) A small yacht weighs 14,700 N. What is its mass in kg?

8.) An economy car has a mass of 8.0 x 105 g. What is its weight in newtons?

9.) What applied force accelerates a 20 kg stone  10a.) A rocket weighs 981  N. What thrust force
        straight up at 15 m/s2?         gives it a vertical acceleration of 3.0 m/s2.
       Required FBD:             Required FBD:

10b.) If the gas is escaping out the nozzle at a speed of 
            350 m/s, how fast is the rocket losing  mass?

11.) A small rocket weighs 14.7 N. The rocket is fired  
straight up from a high platform, but its engine fails      
to burn properly. The rocket gains a total  force of only 12.)  A rocket weighing 7840 N is fired straight
10.2 N. At what rate and in what direction is the rocket                   up from earth. The force of thrust is 10,440 N. 
accelerated?                   Determine the velocity of the rocket at the end of 10 s.
Required FBD: Required FBD:

Answers: 1) 2.5m/s2      2) 7.5kg      3) 18.3N       4) 42kN      5) 5.0m/s2      6)  -9800N       7) 1500kg 
                      8)-7800N       9) 496N       10a.) 1281 N     10b.) 3.66 kg/s    11) 6.81m/s2         12) 32.5m/s


